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Abstract 

The purpose of this research is to examine the Al-Zr-N coating applied to the E19 steel alloy 

by physical vapour deposition using an electron beam. The physical vapour deposition 

processes used to create layered [Al-Zr-N] coatings and the structures, wear resistances, and 

corrosion behaviours of these materials. In order to examine the coating structures, surface 

roughness, micro-hardness, micro-abrasion, and pin on disc were used. One of the residual 

stress elements that can lead to failure mechanisms for suitable coatings is thermal stress. The 

mechanical characteristics of the coating, including its deposition temperature, young's 

modulus, thermal expansion coefficient, and substrate and coating thickness, were 

investigated using a validated computational simulation in this paper. 
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1. Introduction  

As protective coatings for corrosion and wear resistance, thin hard coatings of transitional 

metal nitrides created by electron beam physical vapour deposition are now extensively used. 

First and foremost, it's because they have better mechanical qualities like increased hardness, 

strong oxidation and corrosion resistance, and wear resistance. Nanostructured materials can 

be created by changing various the alternate depositions of two materials to form a multilayer 

thin sheet, which has several significant advantages. 

Due to their superior mechanical and tribological qualities, thin hard coverings are frequently 

used on industrial components. The coating's hardness works to the substrate's benefit by 

reducing abrasive wear [1]. The ZrN coating is one of the thin coatings that are best at 

offering high abrasion protection, low friction, and high hardness [2]. Various base materials, 

including aluminium and its alloys, have had their service lives extended using the ZrN 

coating. The corrosion, hardness, and wear resilience of the substrate materials had been 

enhanced, according to [3], by using ZrN coating. ZrN coatings have been created using a 
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variety of methods, including physical vapour deposition (PVD) and arc ion plating [4]; each 

approach has advantages depending on the application. [5] 

However, the deposition method used to coat the substrate with ZrN has an indirect impact on 

the performance of the thin coating created by the PVD procedure. [6]. In material science, it 

is widely acknowledged that the process will decide the structure before having an impact on 

the properties. [7] In order for the deposition process to fully satisfy the desired coating 

characteristic, the deposition process factors must be carefully chosen. The leftover stresses 

created in thin, hard coatings during cooling down after PDV coating are among the elements 

affecting coating quality. [8] The produced residual stresses must be carefully taken into 

account because they have a big impact on the coating qualities. The thin covering created by 

PVD contained a variety of flaws, including cracks, delamination, spallation, and buckling. 

The residual tension created in the coating directly correlates with crack defects. 

Due to their superior qualities, including high hardness, mechanical strength, chemical 

inertness, and excellent high temperature stability, transitional metal (TM) nitride coatings 

have been thoroughly studied [9]. Zirconium nitride (ZrN) coatings have been used 

extensively on cutting tools, forming dies, bearings, and other objects among them [10–11]. 

The addition of the third element to the ZrN coating, ZrAlN coatings, which show greater 

hardness, lower friction coefficient, and excellent wear resistance, has been extensively 

studied to further improve its mechanical properties and high temperature stability [12–13]. 

Electron beam physical vapour deposition free electrons in a vacuum can be shaped into a 

narrow beam by the use of electric and magnetic fields. Electrons are transformed into heater 

kinetic energy where the stream collides with solid-state matter. The ability to accurately 

control this energy concentration in a small volume of matter has many benefits. An electron 

beam is a superb tool for heating applications, like welding, because the rapid temperature 

rise can even cause evaporation under severe working conditions. In addition to many other 

uses, electron beam technology is used in microelectronics for the electron-beam curing of 

colour printing, cable isolation treatment, electron lithography of sub-micrometer and nano-

dimensional images, liquid crystal film manufacturing, and many other fields. 

To enable electrons from the electron gun to reach the evaporation material, which can take 

the form of an ingot or rod, the deposition chamber in an EBPVD system must be evacuated 

to a pressure of at least 7.5105 Torr (102 Pa) [14]. In contrast, some contemporary EBPVD 

systems make use of an arc-suppression device and can function at vacuum pressures as low 

as 5.0103 Torr, for applications like use in tandem with magnetron sputtering [15]. A single 

EBPVD device can use a variety of evaporation materials and electron guns, each with a 

power range of tens to hundreds of kilowatts. Thermionic emission, field electron emission, 

and the anodic arc technique can all be used to produce electron beams. The produced 

electron beam is accelerated to have a high kinetic energy before being pointed at the 

substance that is evaporating. The electrons quickly lose energy when individuals contact the 

evaporation material [16]. 
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Through interactions with the evaporation substance, the electrons' kinetic energy is 

transformed into other types of energy. The substance used for evaporation is heated by the 

thermal energy created, which causes it to melt or sublimate. When the temperature and 

pressure are high enough, the melt or solid will turn into vapour. The mist that is produced 

afterward can be used to coat surfaces. The range of accelerating energies is 3 to 40 kV. 85% 

of the electron's kinetic energy can be transformed into thermal energy when the accelerating 

voltage is 20–25 kV and the beam current is a few amperes. Through the creation of X-rays 

and secondary electron emission, some of the incident electron energy is wasted. 

Electromagnetic alignment, electromagnetic focusing, and the pendant drop configuration are 

the 3 major EBPVD configurations. While the pendant drop configuration uses a rod, 

electromagnetic alignment and electromagnetic focusing use evaporation material that is in 

the shape of an ingot. A rod will be fixed with one end in a socket and the other end in a 

copper crucible or hearth, which contains the ingots [17]. The socket and crucible must both 

be chilled. Water circulation is usually used to achieve this. When it comes to ingots, molten 

liquid may develop on its surface and can be maintained at a constant temperature by 

vertically shifting the ingot. The rate of vaporisation could be in the range of 102 g/(cm2•s). 

2.  Experimental procedure 

Utilizing zirconium and CP aluminium, Al-Zr-N alloys with Zr contents varying from 3 to 10 

wt% were created. The Al-Zr-N alloys were produced in an Ar environment in a vacuum arc-

melting furnace (SVT, Korea). The Al-Zr-N metal was homogenised at 1000 °C for 24 hours 

in an Ar atmosphere before being cooled in water at 0 °C. The Al-Zr-N metal ingots were 

produced as rods, each measuring 60 mm in length and 10 mm in diameter. 

The HA coating layers were formed by electron beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD) 

method on the Al–Zr-N alloy. The deposition target material of HA used in the experiment 

was synthesized by human tooth ash. The powder was compressed into pellets and thereafter 

subjected to a heat treatment that causes the powder particles to fuse together by means of 

solid-state diffusion. The HA pellet was sintered in air at 1200 °C for 2 h. The obtained HA 

target had a Ca/P ratio with around 1.67. For the e-beam deposition, an e-beam evaporator 

(TT-6, telemark, USA) were employed. After the chamber was evacuated to 5.0 × 10−3 torr 

by means of a mechanical rotary pump, a high vacuum of 2.0× 10−7 torr was attained using a 

cryo pump. 

 The substrate was cleaned by sputtering using an Ar ion beam for 10 min. An e-beam was 

generated at a voltage of 7 kV to heat the evaporated. At the early stage of heating, the e-

beam current was fixed to within 30 mA for degassing the evaporated. After stabilization, the 

current was increased to 50 mA and the vapor flux was generated for HA deposition on the 

rotating substrate to a thickness of 150 nm at a rate of 1 Å/s. Since the asdeposited coatings 

were amorphous, the coated substrates were then heat treated in Ar gas atmosphere for 1 h at 

300 and 500 °C.  
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The mechanical properties of the Al–Zr-N alloys were investigated by Vickers hardness tester 

(DM-20, AFFRI, Italy) and nano-indentation tester (TTX-NHT, Switzerland). Hardness of 

Al– Zr–N alloy was measured with a load (500 gf) applied for 10 s at the five regions of each 

alloy. Elastic modulus of Al–Zr-N alloy was obtained from a nano-indentation test with a 100 

mN max load at an approach speed of 1500 nm/min. 

 

Fig.1 EDX peaks of hydroxyapatite source target manufactured from human tooth ash 

The mechanical characteristics of the coatings deposited on E19 substrates were measured 

using the nanoindentation  technique. The characteristic and reduced modulus were measured 

at a depth where they were not affected by the substrate. A coating cracking test was 

performed using an indenter in the form of an Ø50-μm diamond ball under loads of 100–

1500 mN in steps of 100 mN. The speed of indenter sliding along the coating was 1 μms−1, 

while the indenter pass length (scratch) was 100 μm.  

The mechanical behaviours of Al-Zr–N and multilayer [Al-Zr] N on E19 were investigated 

with a high-speed reciprocating friction and wear tester (MFT-R4000), at 25 °C and relative 

humidity of 33% under dry sliding conditions; a E19 steel ball (diameter: 6 mm) was used as 

the mating material. All tests were carried out at a sliding velocity of 40 mm/s and applied 

load of 3 N. After the test, the total volume of wear scar was calculated by at least three 

measurements using a surface three-dimensional profiler, and then the specific wear rate was 

determined as the volume of removed material at unit load over unit sliding distance. 

 
Fig.2 Schematic of the device for GTBC production 
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In our experiments, the bond coat deposition was accomplished with a one-stage process. Flat 

stationary E19 steel alloy substrates measuring 35=10=44 mm thick were inserted to the 

vacuum chamber and preheated by the electron beam to a substrate temperature, T , of 

approx. 10508C. After s substrate heating the bond coat of a thickness of approx. 50 mm was 

deposited by Al-Zr-N ingot evaporation from a separate source. With essentially no process 

interruption, the tablet first and then the ceramic ingot after its finishing were deposited from 

the second individual source, producing the transition gradient zone Z. TGZ and TBC with a 

total thickness of approx. 140 mm. The ‘source-substrate’ separation was 350 mm. 

An arc plasma source with the Zr0.5Al0.5 cathode and pulsed arc plasma source with a 

graphite cathode were used to deposit the Al-Zr–N coatings and Al-Zr-N layers in the 

multilayer coatings. The arc current was 55 A, while the pulse frequency was 3 Hz. The a-C 

layers were deposited using the pulsed arc plasma source only with the graphite cathode. The 

arc plasma source with the Cr0.5Al0.5 target and hollow plasma cathode were used for the 

depositions of the Al-Zr–N coatings and Al–Zr layers in the multilayer coatings. 

Decomposition of acetylene in an argon–acetylene mixture (30% Ar, 70% C2H2, P = 0.2 Pa) 

was performed in a non-selfsustained hollow-cathode pulsed-direct-current-(DC) discharge 

(U = 300 V, I = 3A). These conditions were used to deposit the a-C:H layers in the [Cr–Al–

C(H)/a-C:H] n multilayer coatings. 

The times of deposition of the separate layers in the multilayer coatings have been set so that 

the layer thickness does not exceed 50 nm. The time for each type of layer was calculated 

using a preliminary measured deposition rate of a single layer under the same conditions. The 

pair-of-layers numbers in the multilayer coatings were 20.The coating thickness was 

measured using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the cross section of the 

coating–substrate. The Zr, Al, and N contents in the coatings were determined by energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy using a QUANTA 200 microscope equipped with an EDAX 

analyser. The hydrogen in Al–Zr-N was detected by infrared spectroscopy (data not 

presented). The amounts of hydrogen in the films were not determined. micro hardness VHN 

measurements (L ==100 g) at the following location distances from the origin of bond coat 

TGZ contact area: level**1: 15]20 mm, level ** 2: 60]70 mm, level ** 3: 100]120 mm. 

3. Results and discussion 

The nano-hardness and young’s modulus of the coatings are presented in Figure. The nano-

hardness of the Al-Zr-N multilayers increases with decreasing modulation period L. This is in 

agreement with previous studies, e.g., for Ls7.5 nm the hardness of AlN/ZrN films achieves 

40 GPa [18]. This hardening effect with decreasing L can be due to both grain size 

refinement discussed earlier and the high number of layer interfaces (dislocation blocking and 

strain effects) [19]. Young’s modulus of the multi-layered coatings was found to range 

between the value for AlN (286 GPa) and the value for ZrN (349 GPa). It was found that the 

young’s modulus decreases with decreasing modulation period L. 
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 The mechanism of hardness enhancement is explained by blocking interlaminar layers and 

dislocation at the interfaces and within the layers. This, in turn, is a result of differences in the 

shear modulus of the constituents, coherency strain present for small periodicity multilayer. 

 

Fig. 3 Nano-hardness and young’s modulus of the Al-Zr-N multilayers 

with a significant lattice mismatch between the layers, the presence of grain boundaries and 

defects within the layers. 

Another possible mechanism for hardness enhancement in nano-meter scale multilayers can 

be explained using the Koehler’s model [20]. It is suggested that strength enhancement 

should be achieved in epitaxial heterostructures consisting of a few nano-meter thin layers of 

two metals A and B, with a high and low shear elastic modulus, respectively. The 

dislocations will be formed only in metal B having the lower shear modulus. Upon applied 

stress they will be hindered to cross the By/A interface, due to the repelling force of their 

image in A. The Koehler’s prediction has been verified experimentally on different systems 

studied in the literature. 

The nano-hardness of the (Al, Zr) N coatings as a function of the applied bias voltage is 

shown figure. The (Al, Zr) N coatings show significantly higher nanohardness values 

compared with that of binary coatings deposited under equivalent conditions, which may be 

ascribed to a solid-solution strengthening mechanism. The nano-hardness of pure AlN and 

ZrN films and 25.3 GPa, respectively, while the hardness of (Al, Zr)N films is approaching 

40 GPa, close to the hardness of the B C carbide boron compound [21]. So, PVD technology, 

in which films are made with alternate and simultaneous cathode-ion bombardment of plasma 

stream of Aland Zr, in N gas atmosphere, allows getting to the class of super-hard materials. 
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Fig. 3 Nano-hardness and Substrate bias of the Ti-Zr-N multilayers 

The hardness of Al–Zr-N reaches 12.5 GPa, while that of Al-Zr-N is 8.9 GPa. The difference 

in hardness is associated with the coating structural features. The 5–20 nm nano of chromium 

carbide and nanocrystalline graphite increased the hardness of Al-Zr-N. Large amount of 

aluminium and the sp2 -bonded carbon clusters, owing to the hydrogen in the Al-Zr-N 

coating, reduced its hardness.  

A friction coefficient of the Al-Zr-N is higher of a friction coefficient of Al-Zr-N. The 

Zr2AlN phase in Zr–Al–N(H) has a layer structure that serves as a solid lubricant, decreasing 

a friction coefficient. The roughness and friction coefficients of the multilayer coatings are 

lower as the upper layer in the multilayer is DLC (a-N:H) having a smooth surface[22]. 

 

Fig. 4 Roughness and friction coefficients of the multilayer coatings 

Regardless of the deposition technique, the hardness of the multilayer [Al-Zr-N]20 and [Al–

Zr-N]20 coatings are close to those of the corresponding single Cr–Al–C and Cr–Al–C(H) 

coatings. However, their hardness are considerably lower than those of the a-C and a-C:H 

coatings. The hardness of a-N and a-N:H measured using the nanoindentation technique are 

larger than 25 GPa [22]. This could be attributed to the decreases in the hardness of the a-C 

or a-C:H layers due to their graphitisation under the bombardment by Zr+ and Al+ ions 

during the deposition of the Al-Zr-N layer. Although the hardness of the multilayer coatings 

are not increased, they are more crack- resistant compared with the single coating. Interface 
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boundaries in these coatings deflect or reduce crack propagations and stress concentration, 

decreasing the critical load of crack appearance more than 1.6–2.0 times. 

 

Fig. 5 Hardness of the a-C or a-C:H layers due to their graphitisation 

The strengthened boundaries formed through the mixing of layers in [Cr–Al–C(H)/a-C:H]20 

are indirectly confirmed by the Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectra of a-C:H (upper 

layer in [Cr–Al–C(H)/aC:H]20), Cr–Al–C(H) coating, and [Cr–Al–C(H)/a-C:H]20 after the 

micro hardness test are presented in Figure. The spectrum of [Al-Zr-N]20 after the micro 

hardness test significantly differs from those of Al-Zr-N band in the range of 1200–1700 

cm−1 without visible separation of the D and G modes is characteristic of DLC with a high 

sp3 content. 

 The bands in the range of 600–1100 cm−1 are most likely associated with the formation of 

Me–C bonds . Thus, the wear resistance of the multilayer coating is mainly associated with 

the layer structure, low friction coefficient, the interlayer boundaries and their strength. 

 

Fig. 6 Micro hardness test of Al-Zr-N band in the range of 1200–1700 cm−1 

Conclusion 

To examine the structures of Zr-Al-N, pin on disc, micro hardness, and micro abrasion were 

used. Clusters of nanocrystalline graphite were found in Zr-Al-N along with the amorphous 
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matrix, zirconium nitrate, and a small bit of nanograins. These clusters of graphite were 

present as spherical inclusions and plates and probable contained multiple graphene layers. 

The high hardness and corrosion resistance were given by this structure. Properties of 

multilayer coatings are influenced synergistically by the structures and mechanical traits of 

individual layers as well as the strength and structure of interlayer borders. 

Future development trends will emphasise the inclusion of new components in coverings. 

electric current In order to combine the benefits of two coatings, a nano coating was prepared 

on the surface of the substrate using physical vapour deposition technology, and organic 

substance was then deposited on the nano coating. Devices with PVD coatings have increased 

toughness, wear resistance, and corrosion resistance. 
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